It is known that the following three relations are equivalent: (1) Functional equation for f2(s) "~[r(-y)]f*W = ""{'(tI >Ir(1"5)]2; (2) Koshliakov's formula 7 -log ( -J + 4 zZ d(n)Ko(2TVTn) = T~l[y -log(47TT)] + 4T-1 zZd(n)Ko(~n\ ; (3) Voronoi's sum formula --t700> + f: din)fin) = f (2T + log x)fix) dx 4 "=i J 0 + 4 zZ din) f fix) \KoiMnx)1'2) --YoiMnx)1'2) 1 dx. n=l J 0 L 2 J
In fact, these were obtained in [5] by specializing parameters in relations which were proved equivalent. In the present note, we give a proof of the statement [5, p. 63 ] that two other special cases of (3), namely can also be considered equivalent to (3) . Thus any one of the relations (1) through (5) implies the others. However, as in [S], we shall treat the problem in a somewhat generalized form.
In the course of our investigation, we shall need the following results: If we multiply both sides of (I) by tK0i2irry), (y>0), and integrate with regard to t from zero to infinity, we get 
2y"=i
The interchange of the order of summation and integration is justified because of absolute convergence.
We rewrite (10) as
2tt2 "=i A* -y2 = \py + -P log i^y) --A + i. bnKoiMlny)1'2). L 2 2 J "_i By analytic continuation (II) holds for all y such that -7r<arg y <ir. Likewise, if we multiply (I) by (l/T2)i£o(27ry/7-) and integrate, we get (aY + -a log iiw2y) --iA+JZ anKoi^i\ny)U2) If we replace y by eiry in (II), we get the relation
Adding the corresponding sides of (II) and (11), we obtain Then using (6), (9), (9a), we get the relation (I).
Thus we have proved the following: 1. Under condition (a), each one of the six relations (II), (II'), (III), (III'), (IV), (IV) is a consequence of (I). Likewise, using (III'), which is a consequence of (b), we can show that g(s) has the same properties as/(s), and that the principal part of g(s) at 5 = 1 is 4a 80:7 -4a + 4a log (4ir2)
Now if we proceed to the limit as p->0 in Re 5 < 1, we obtain from Thus we have proved the following: Under conditions (a) and (b), is -l)2fis) and is -l)2gis) are entire functions; fis) and g(s) satisfy the functional equation (16) and further a, a', P, P' are related to these functions as given in (17).
